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COST: $70 per person.  Includes a glass of bub-
bly, beer or soft drink upon arrival, a delicious 3-
course menu and tea / coffee. 

BOOKING:  Bookings are essential.  Return book-
ing forms and payment to the bar by 
Saturday November 2021. 

DATE:  Sunday 5 December 2021 

TIME:  12pm for 12:30 

VENUE:  Clubhouse 

DRESS:  Smart Casual 



 
 

 
 

 
 

 

From the MBC President . . .  continued from page 1 
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At the October Board Meeting 



 Let’s all stand together this Christmas 
at our President’s Fun Day with a red, 

white and Santa hat theme! 

 

Put your name down on the sheet on 
the noticeboard.  Turn up as normal 
between 12 and 12:15pm for a 
12:30pm start. 

 

Be prepared for a day of fun 
games and Christmas Cheer! 

 



Turn up as normal for Wednesday bowls—same time and 
normal bowls attire.  You will be allocated a team by the bowls 
office either a Tassie Devil or Mainland Marauder—may the 
best team win! 

 



 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Welcome back to bowls!  How good is 
it to get back on the green?  

Roll-ups, matches, SCONES!! 

But if you feel you’d like a bit of a 
tune up after such a long break, the 
coaches are here to help you get your 
game in tip top shape. 

The usual Fix My Game form will be 
on the noticeboard near the polishing 
machine so put your name down with 
your preferred day and what you’d like 
to work on and we’ll be in contact to 
arrange a day and time that suits when 
restrictions allow. 

Looking forward to seeing you all soon. 

Robyn Novakovic 
Coaching Coordinator 

 

  6 Alan Bligh 

13 Margaret Lang 

17 Diana Noel 

19 Barbara Anderson 

 

23 Jeannie Crease 

24 Denis Cohen 
Paul Valenti 

26 Graham Mason 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 
 
 
 

This story starts way back in the early 1970s, in the depths of another long, cold 
and damp English winter. My wife Dian had been wanting to come to Australia 
since high school and I had also toyed with the idea for a while. Whilst we were 
going down the main street of Northampton in the English midlands one evening, 
there was a sign outside of the library showing "tonight how you can come and 
live in Australia" sponsored by the New South Wales Government. If nothing 
else we would get some refreshments so we decided to come back later and 
take a look. Thankfully we weren't the only ones there and waited for the show to 
start - and we liked what we saw!  

The waiting time was around a year or so, during which we were both checked 
and had our x-ray for TB, and also our shot for smallpox . Unfortunately I had a 
bad reaction with the smallpox shot, and had to go into hospital isolation for a 
week, and thankfully all was well. Obviously we knew we were being accepted 
by this time so I needed to check employment possibilities for when we arrived in 
Sydney that was due to be early 1974. I received some encouraging replies from 
3 companies in Sydney ( they obviously had no idea what I was like!!) and the New South Wales Govt. were ok 
with that, so we were in!!  The one small problem was the fact that we had to save up to pay the £10 fee - shock 
horror!! Ever since I have been trying to claim this back on my tax returns but no luck so far, however I will keep 
trying!  We decided that we would come over by sea as we thought it would be at least 12 months before we 
could have a holiday, and a nice 4 week cruise would be the way to go. 

So off we set to Southampton to board the SS Ellinis, a Greek ship that we soon found out must have the first 
ship that Aristotle Onassis had built way back just after the Second World War!! The voyage was rather eventful 
and the captain seemed to get to every port late. Our first stop was the Canary Islands, well we did stop but only 
briefly and had no time to get off the ship, then Cape Town where we did have a few hours on shore and man-
aged to explore the city. 

Next port was Perth and it was a rather long stretch of water before we would get there. This leg of the journey 
was where we struck some terrible weather due to running into the remnants of a cyclone, and there was many a 
breakfast and dinner that disappeared over the side when passengers just couldn't keep anything down. Ropes 
were strung all through the ship to hang onto, and one particular roll of the ship I watched as 2 on our dining table 
suddenly went from sitting on a chair eating dinner, to being sent tipping backwards and finishing up on the floor. 
In fact things were so bad, unbeknown to us our ship was being followed by a P&O liner that was keeping close 
by just in case we had to take to the lifeboats! Obviously we made it to Perth and were thankful to get off and 
spent a few hours enjoying the hot summer weather .Of course we were late arriving, keeping up the ships rec-
ord !! 

Then came the moment we set off to Sydney and our life down under was to begin in earnest. After disembarking 
we were taken to a government hostel in Leichhardt - we were allowed up to 2 weeks there whilst we settled into 
jobs and found somewhere to permanently stay. The bus trip from the ship to the hostel was a real eye opener for 
me, as we drove through the streets I saw houses with corrugated tin roofs ( some rusty) I must confess having 
never seen houses with tin roofs I did wonder- what is this?. Anyway the hostel was fine, our money that we had 
transferred from England had arrived into the CBA in the city and once again I was gobsmacked when the men 
behind the counter were seen wearing shorts and funny long socks!! (never used to wear shorts in the English 
summer let alone at work). Anyway all was well, they spoke English from the other side of the bank counter, and 
thankfully they understood my English as well. 

 
 
 

 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Jobs were plentiful at the time and I quickly ( had to really, had no money!! ) started with Consolidated Bearing 
Company at Drummoyne - I stayed with them for over 40 years and had a great time and had the opportunity for travel 
both here and overseas. The company at that time was importing and manufacturing ball and roller bearings and 
industrial sealing products. We moved around quite a bit in Sydney, starting at Meadowbank (after the hostel at 
Leichhardt ) then to Meadowbank, Werrington, Baulkham Hills, Blacktown, Cherrybrook (twice), Malabar, Hurstville 
(twice), Lugarno and finally Mosman (no wonder people thought I might be Ronnie Biggs!!) I retired a few years later in 
2014 and this led to the introduction into lawn bowls. 

You can blame John Troy for getting me into Mosman Bowls Club. Playing golf with John in 2014 I mentioned missing 
the Open Day at the bowls club, but John said don't worry, someone will coach you on a Saturday morning. So off I 
went and had a few lessons with Jeff Hole and then Julie Hayden and was pronounced as fit to play social games. 
Thankfully I managed to grasp enough of the finer points of the game and have enjoyed many games since and made 
many new friends along the way. Never thought at such a young age I would be playing lawn bowls as I always 
thought it was for oldies!! Apart from bowls I also attempted to play golf and have done for many years, but alas am 
still waiting for a hole in one. I also give tennis a go. 

My most memorable game to date would be the team win I had in the Jack Harkness competition, playing with such 
luminaries as Ron Davies (sadly passed away now), Harry Evans and John Rock. It was the first and only time 
Mosman had won this comp and I rather think as a young and inexperienced lead I was fortunate to have some great 
bowlers to give me help and advice (and the occasional slap!!). 

It's difficult to think of all the reasons why I like the game, but the fact I have met so many friendly and nice people is 
probably the main reason. We have such a diverse membership and are extremely fortunate to have so many in the 
club willing to lend a hand and give advice.  As we reach what some call our "twilight years", it is worth remembering 
we are very blessed to be in Mosman still able to enjoy a good game of friendly bowls and please don't forget we are 
here to enjoy and have fun!!.  

Thankfully financial wise we have survived another lockdown, and our intrepid treasurer Richard O'Brien has guided 
the club through this very difficult period, and its now up to the rest of us to support the club and play more! It would be 
good to welcome more new members to the club , and gradually change peoples perceptions that this is a game only 
for "oldies". Unfortunately my crystal ball is out of action at the moment, but we really need to promote our club as 
much as we can - it's amazing the number of people I have met that did not even know where our club was!! Going 
from what I have heard from various members, many of our existing bowlers have been introduced by someone they 
knew who was bowling here. So perhaps we might be able to have a "bowler and a friend” pairs comp which would 
mean new bowlers coming into the club and playing with someone they already know . This I feel would be a good 
introduction to what our club is about. 

My advice for new members would be play as much as you can, with as many different players as possible and enjoy 
the games, as from past experience you will not be taking home massive winnings! 

I do hope you have made it this far through my story.  It really has been an incredible journey for both my wife Dian 
and myself from getting married in 1973, a truly "exciting " 4 week cruise to Oz at the start and what a great place to 
be in at Mosman. We have seen many different areas of Sydney and quite a bit of Oz, and hopefully lots more bits  to 
come. Our daughter Rhiannon was born in 1986, now lives in Melbourne and we have just become grandparents for 
the first time and with some luck we may get to see the grandson in the next few months. My suggestions for his name 
were not taken up, I rather thought "Lochie Zoom" sounded good (lockdown & zoom) however I did not win that 
argument and Tyler was the chosen first name. We had no idea when we left the UK that life in Australia would be so 
good, the weather even in winter very pleasant and on top of all that get to know and have some really great friends. I 
am sure you will all agree that my English accent has well and truly disappeared (well almost !!). 

I do hope you like the recent photo of Dian and myself , and as you can see I have not changed a bit!! 

December Profile:  Pat & John Troy 



 

 
 

 
 

Congratulations to David Taylor & 
Ralph Walker who defeated Ken Priest 
and Bill Barter 15/12 in the exciting final 
of this competition. 
 
The Phoenix was initiated as we emerged 
from the 2020 lockdown, and was to be 
repeated in July this year but again due 
to covid, it was postponed until 
October. 
 
All members of three years or less 
experience are eligible and encouraged 
to compete to gain competition 
experience. 
 

Congratulations again to our 2021 Phoenix Greenhorn finalists. 

The Finalists 

The Winners 
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Near new Aero bowls size 3½, black and 
white for sale……$350.00 

Contact Rhian ter Laak in the office  
Tuesday, Wednesday or Friday morning 



 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Kandiah Sivaloganathan 

 

After an extended hibernation, we are now able to get out in the 
sunlight and have some fun. Following this extended break from bowls, 
Mosman bowlers, who are eager to get on the green, must be 
wondering what their bowling ability will be on the green. Let us not 
worry too much about it. Fortunately, you are still here with all your limbs intact and 
able to roll up on the green. To instil confidence, I have been requested by our Head 
Coach to provide a few pointers to refresh your bowling techniques.  
 
My suggestions are as follows: 
 
Conditions of the green and the wind are not within our control. The only thing that is 
within our control is our ability to deliver the bowl. Bowling is 
a game where the delivery line and the weight require 
constant adjustment throughout the game. The green may 
become faster during the game or slower if it rains. The 
strength and the direction of the wind will vary all the time. 
Under such a situation, we can only learn from the experience 
gained from the bowl previously delivered. Therefore, it is 
crucial to watch the bowl from the time of delivery to the time 
it comes to a stop.  From this delivery, one could know 
whether the delivery line is wide or narrow and whether the 
weight is light or heavy. Accordingly, one could adjust the 
subsequent delivery of the bowl. One could draw the bowl 
near the jack by constantly adjusting the line and weight even 
if opposition bowls are near the jack. A good bowler will 
follow this procedure consciously during the game. It is 
important to remember to consciously deliver the bowl in a 
particular direction with the required weight. If a player follows 
these procedures, the results will come. If one focuses on the 
result and not on the procedure, the outcome is only 
accidental. 
 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 
 
 

 
 

In a game of bowls, draw shots dominates 90% of the time. Therefore, it is essential to 
master your draw shot. Once you become confident with the draw shots, the on-shots  
will come without specific coaching because of your ability to deliver the bowl in the 
correct line and weight. Therefore, I strongly suggest that you practise the draw shot 
with forehand and backhand with jack at varying lengths. 

 
3. If the opponent’s bowl is very close to the jack, do not react with an on-shot. 
Always do everything consciously. Remember, when an opposition bowl is near the jack, 
you have a bigger target, and you have only to draw firmly on to that bowl next to the 
jack. If you go for an on–shot and miss the target, you will lose multiple shots. 
  
STAY SAFE AND ENJOY THE GAME OF BOWLS.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
If either of these sunglasses 

belong to you, I have them in 
the office. 

Rhian ter Laak 
Office Manger 



MOSMAN BOWLING CLUB 
  


